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Abstract. With the popularity of OSNs, finding a set of most influential users
(or nodes) so as to trigger the largest influence cascade is of significance. For
example, companies may take advantage of the “word-of-mouth” effect to trig-
ger a large cascade of purchases by offering free samples/discounts to those most
influential users. This task is usually modeled as an influence maximization prob-
lem, and it has been widely studied in the past decade. However, considering that
users in OSNs may participate in various kinds of online activities, e.g., giving
ratings to products, joining discussion groups, etc., influence diffusion through
online activities becomes even more significant.
In this paper, we study the impact of online activities by formulating the influ-
ence maximization problem for social-activity networks (SANs) containing both
users and online activities. To address the computation challenge, we define an
influence centrality via random walks to measure influence, then use the Monte
Carlo framework to efficiently estimate the centrality in SANs. Furthermore, we
develop a greedy-based algorithm with two novel optimization techniques to find
the most influential users. By conducting extensive experiments with real-world
datasets, we show our approach is more efficient than the state-of-the-art algo-
rithm IMM [17] when we needs to handle large amount of online activities.
Keywords: OSN, Influence Maximization, Random Walk
1 Introduction
Due to the popularity of online social networks (OSNs), viral marketing which ex-
ploits the “word-of-mouth” effect is of significance to companies which want to pro-
mote product sales. Therefore, it is of interest to find the best initial set of users so as to
trigger the largest influence spread. This viral marking problem can be modeled as an
influence maximization problem, which was first formulated by Kempe et al. [12]. That
is, given an OSN and an information diffusion model, how to select a set of k users,
Fig. 1: An example of social-activity network (SAN).
which is called the seed set, so as to trigger the largest influence spread. This problem
is proved to be an NP-hard problem [4, 6], and it has been studied extensively in the
past decade [4–6, 17, 18].
Note that users in today’s OSNs may participate in various kinds of online activities,
e.g., joining a discussion group, and clicking like on Facebook etc. Hence, users not
only can create friendship relationships, which we call user-user links, but can also
form relationships by participating in online activities, which we call user-activity-user
links. For example, if two users in Facebook express like to the same public page, then
they form a user-activity-user link no matter they are friends or not. We call this kind of
networks which contain both user-user relationships and user-activity-user relationships
as social-activity networks (SANs).
With the consideration of online activities in SANs, influence may also spread
through the user-activity-user links as well as the user-user links. In this paper, we
focus on the online activities which generate positive influence, e.g., clicking like on
the same public page in Facebook, giving high rating to the same product in online
rating systems, and joining in a community sharing the same interest in online social
networks. Due to the large amount of online activities, e.g., each pair of users may par-
ticipate in multiple online activities, influence diffusion through the user-activity-user
links becomes even more significant, and so only considering OSNs alone may not
trigger the largest influence spread. Existing works on influence maximization usually
focus on OSNs only and do not take the impact of online activities into consideration.
This motivates us to formulate the influence maximization problem for SANs, and to
determine the most influential nodes by taking online activities into consideration.
However, solving the influence maximization problem in SANs with online activi-
ties is challenging. First, influence maximization in OSNs without online activities was
already proved to be NP-hard, and considering online activities makes this problem even
more complicated. Second, the amount of online activities in a SAN is very large even
for small OSNs, this is because online activities happen more frequently than friend-
ship formation in OSNs. As a result, the underlying graph which characterizes users and
their relationships may become extremely dense if we transform the user-activity-user
links to user-user links, so it requires highly efficient algorithms for finding the most
influential nodes. To address the above challenges, in this paper, we make the following
contributions.
– We generalize the influence diffusion models for SANs by modeling SANs as hy-
pergraphs, and approximate the influence of nodes in SANs by defining an influence
centrality based on random walk.
– We employ the Monte Carlo framework to estimate the influence centrality in
SANs, and also develop a greedy-based algorithm with two novel optimization
techniques to solve the influence maximization problem for SANs.
– We conduct experiments with real-world datasets, and results show that our ap-
proach is more efficient while keep almost the same accuracy compared to the
state-of-the-art algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we formulate the influence maximization
problem for SANs. In §3, we present our random walk based methodology. In §4, we
present the Monte Carlo method to estimate the influence centrality in SANs. In §5, we
present our greedy-based algorithm and optimization techniques to solve the influence
maximization problem. In §6, we present the experimental results. Related work is given
in §7 and §8 concludes.
2 Problem Formulation
In this section, we first model the SAN with a hypergraph, and then formulate the influ-
ence maximization problem for SANs.
2.1 Model for SANs
We use a hypergraph G(V,E, E1, ..., El) to characterize a SAN, where V denotes the
set of users, E denotes the user-user links, and Ei (i = 1, 2, ..., l) denotes the set of
type i hyperedges in which each hyperedge is a set of users who participated in the
same online activity, and represented as a tuple. Considering Figure 1, only activity a
is of the first type, so E1 = {(1, 2, 3, 5)}. For ease of presentation, we denote N(j) as
the set of neighbors of user j, i.e., N(j) = {i|(i, j) ∈ E}, Me(j) as the set of users
except for user j who connected to the hyperedge e, i.e., Me(j) = {i|i ∈ e,&i 6=
j}, and denote Et(j) as the set of type t hyperedges that are connected to user j, i.e.,
Et(j) = {e|e ∈ Et&j ∈ e}. Considering Figure 1, N(1) = {2}, Me(1) = {2, 3, 5}
when e = (1, 2, 3, 5) and E1(1) = {(1, 2, 3, 5)}.
2.2 Influence Maximization in SANs
Before describe the influence diffusion process for SANs, we first recall the independent
cascade model(IC) which was proposed by Kempe et al. in [12]. Suppose that each user
has two states, either active or inactive. At first, we initialize a set of users as active. For
an active user i, she will activate each of her inactive neighbor j (j ∈ N(i) where N(i)
denotes the neighbor set of user i) with probability qij (0 ≤ qij ≤ 1). One common
setting of qij is qij = 1dj , e.g., [4, 5, 12, 17, 18], where dj denotes the degree of user j,
i.e., dj = |N(j)|. After a neighbor j being activated, then she will further activate her
inactive neighbors in the set N(j), and this diffusion process continues until no user can
change her state. We call the expected size of the final set of active users the influence
spread, and denote it as σ(S(k)) if the set of k initial active users is S(k).
Now we describe the influence diffusion process for SANs. The key issue is to
define the influence between user i and user j (i.e., gij) after taking online activities
into consideration. Our definition is based on three criteria:
– A user may make a purchase due to her own interest or being influenced by others
through user-user or user-activity-user links, so we define the total influence prob-
ability by one-hop neighbors as c (0 < c < 1), and call it the decay parameter.
As we have l types of online activities, we define αjt (where 0 ≤ αjt ≤ 1 and
0 ≤
∑l
t=1 αjt ≤ 1) as the proportion of influence to user j through type t on-
line activities, and call it weight of activities. Clearly, 1 −∑lt=1 αjt indicates the
proportion of influence from direct neighbors.
– For the influence to user j from direct neighbors, we define the weight of each
neighbor i (i ∈ N(j)) as uij , and assume that 0≤uij≤1 and
∑
i∈N(j) uij=1.
– For the influence to user j through the type t online activities, we define the weight
of each online activity a as vaj , where 0 ≤ vaj ≤ 1 and
∑
a∈Nt(j)
vaj = 1. Be-
sides, considering that maybe multiple users participated in the same online activity
a, we define the weight of each user i who participated in a as uaij (i ∈ N(a)\{j}),
and assume that 0 ≤ uaij ≤ 1 and
∑
i∈N(a)\{j} u
a
ij = 1.
For simplicity, we let uij = 1/|N(j)| in this paper. Note that this uniform setting
is exactly the same as the IC model in OSNs, which has been widely studied in [4, 5,
12, 17, 18]. Similarly, we also let vaj = 1/|Et(j)| and uaij = 1/|Me(j)| by following
the uniform setting. We would like to point out that our random walk approach in this
paper also applies to general settings. Now we can define the influence of user i to user
j, which we denote as gij :
gij=c×
(
1−
∑l
t=1 αjt
|N(j)|
× 1{i∈N(j)} +
∑
t∈[1,l]
∑
e∈Et(j)
αjt
|Et(j)|
×
1
|Me(j)|
×1{i∈Me(j)}
)
. (1)
The first part in the right hand side of Equation (1) denotes the influence diffusion
through user-user links, and the second part represents the influence diffusion through
user-activity-user links.
Now we formulate the influence maximization problem for SANs, which we denote
as IMP(SAN), as follows.
Definition 1. IMP(SAN): Given a SANG(V,E, E1, ..., El), an influence diffusion model
with parameters αjt, find a set of k nodes S(k), where k is an integer, so as to make the
influence spread σ(S(k)) maximized.
3 Methodology
In this section, we present our methodology to address the (IMP(SAN)) problem. To
reduce the large computation cost, we first develop a random walk framework on hyper-
graphs to estimate the influence diffusion process. Then, we define a centrality measure
based on random walk to approximate the influence of a node set. With this centrality
measure, we can approximate the influence maximization problem by solving a central-
ity maximization problem.
3.1 Random Walk on Hypergraph
Here, we present our random walk based framework, which is extended from the clas-
sical random walk on a simple unweighted graph G(V,E), which can be stated as fol-
lows. For a random walk at vertex i ∈ V , it uniformly selects at random a neighbor j
( j ∈ N(i)), and then moves to j in the next step. Mathematically, if we denote Y (t)
as the position of the walker at step t, then {Y (t)} constitutes a Markov chain where
the one-step transition probability pij is defined as pij = 1/|N(i)| if (i, j) ∈ E, and 0
otherwise.
We now define the one-step transition probability pij when performing a random
walk on the hypergraphG(V,E, E1, ..., El). Note that each hyperedge may contain more
than two vertices, so we take the one-step random walk from user i to user j as a two-
step process.
• Step one: Choose a hyperedge associated to user i. Precisely, according to the influ-
ence diffusion models in §2.2, we set the probability of selecting type t hyperedges as
αit, and choose hyperedges of the same type uniformly at random. Mathematically, if
the walker is currently at user i, then it chooses a hyperedge e of type t with probability
αit
|Et(i)|
.
• Step two: Choose a user associated to the hyperedge e selected in step one as the next
stop of the random walk. We consider random walks without backtrace. In particular, if
a walker is currently at node i, then we select the next stop uniformly from the vertices
that are connected to the same hyperedge with user i. We define the probability of
choosing user j as 1/|Me(i)|.
By combing the two steps defined above, we can derive the transition probability
from user i to j as follows, and we can find gji = c× pij .
pij =
1−
∑l
t=1 αit
|N(i)|
× 1{j∈N(i)} +
∑
t∈[1,l]
∑
e∈Et(i)
αit
|Et(i)|
×
1
|Me(i)|
× 1{j∈Me(i)}. (2)
3.2 Influence Centrality Measure
To address the IMP(SAN) problem, one key issue is to measure the influence of a
node set. To achieve this, we define a centrality measure based on random walks on
hypergraphs to approximate the influence of a node set S. We call it influence centrality,
and denote it as I(S), which is defined as follows.
I(S) =
∑
j∈V
h(j, S), (3)
where h(j, S) aims to approximate the influence of S to j, which is called decayed
hitting probability. It is defined as
h(j, S) =
{∑
i∈V cpjih(i, S), j /∈ S,
1, j ∈ S,
(4)
where c is the decay parameter defined in §2.2, and pji is the one-step transition proba-
bility defined in Equation (2).
To solve the influence maximization problem of IMP(SAN), we use the influence
centrality measure I(S) to approximate the influence of the node set S, and our goal is
to find a set S of k users so that I(S) is maximized. In other words, we approximate
the influence maximization problem IMP(SAN) by solving the centrality maximization
problem CMP defined as follows.
Definition 2. CMP: Given a hyperghraph G(V,E, E1, ..., El) and the corresponding
parametersαjt, find a set S of k nodes, where k is an integer, so as to make the influence
centrality of the set S of k nodes I(S) maximized.
4 Centrality Computation
We note that the key challenge of solving the centrality maximization problem CMP is
how to efficiently estimate the influence centrality of a node set I(S), or the decayed hit-
ting probability h(j, S). We give an efficient framework to estimate h(j, S) as follows.
We first rewrite h(j, S) in a linear expression which is an infinite converging series, and
then truncate the converging series to save computation time (see §4.1). To further esti-
mate the truncated series, we first explain the expression with a random walk approach,
and then use a Monte Carlo framework via random walks to estimate it efficiently (see
§4.2).
4.1 Linear Expression
We first transform h(j, S) defined in Equation (4) to a linear expression.
Theorem 1. The decayed hitting probability h(j, S) can be rewritten as
h(j, S) = ceTj Q
′e+ c2eTj QQ
′e+ c3eTj Q
2Q′e+ · · · . (5)
where Q is a (|V |−|S|)×(|V |−|S|) dimensional matrix which describes the transition
probabilities between two nodes in the set V −S, Q′ is a (|V |− |S|)×|S| dimensional
matrix which describes the transition probabilities from a node in V − S to a node in
S, I is an identity matrix, e is a column vector with all elements being 1, and finally ej
is a column vector with only the element corresponding to node j being 1 and 0 for all
other elements.
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
We only keep the L leading terms of the infinite series, and denote the truncated
result as hL(j, S), so we have
hL(j, S) = ceTj Q
′e+ c2eTj QQ
′e+ ...+ cLeTj Q
L−1Q′e. (6)
Since c is defined as 0 < c < 1, the series truncation error is bounded as follows.
0 ≤ h(j, S)− hL(j, S) ≤ cL+1/(1− c). (7)
Based on the above error bound, we can see that hL(j, S) converges to h(j, S) with
rate cL+1. This implies that if we want to compute h(j, S) with a maximum error ǫ (
0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1), we only need to compute hL(j, S) by taking a sufficiently large enough L,
or L ≥ ⌈ log(ǫ−ǫc)log c ⌉ − 1.
4.2 Monte Carlo Algorithm
In this subsection, we present a Monte Carlo algorithm to efficiently approximatehL(j, S).
Our algorithm is inspired from the random walk interpretation of Equation (6), and it
can achieve a high accuracy with a small number of walks.
Consider the random walk interpretation of a particular term eTj Q
t−1Q′e (t =
1, ..., L) in Equation (6). Let us consider a L-step random walk starting from j /∈ S on
the hypergraph. At each step, if the walker is currently at node k (k /∈ S), then it selects
a node i and transits to i with probability pki, which is defined in Equation (2). As long
as the walker hits a node in S, then it stops. Let j(t) be the t-th step position, and define
an indicator X(t) as
X(t) =
{
1, j(t) ∈ S,
0, j(t) /∈ S.
We can see that eTj Q
t−1Q′e is the probability that a random walk starting from j
hits a node in S at the t-th step. We have
eTj Q
t−1Q′e = E[X(t)]. (8)
By substituting eTj Q
t−1Q′e with Equation (8), we can rewrite hL(j, S) as
hL(j, S) = cE[X(1)] + c2E[X(2)] + · · ·+ cLE[X(L)]. (9)
Now we estimate hL(j, S) by using a Monte Carlo method with random walks on
the hypergraph based on Equation (9). Specifically, for each node j where j /∈ S, we set
R independent L-step random walks starting from j. We denote the t-th step position
of the R random walks as j(t)1 , j
(t)
2 , ... , j
(t)
R , respectively, and use Xr(t) to indicate
whether j(t)r belongs to set S or not. Precisely, we set Xr(t) = 1 if j(t)r ∈ S, and 0
otherwise, so ctE[X(t)] can be estimated as
ctE[X(t)] ≈
ct
R
∑R
r=1
Xr(t).
By substituting ctE[X(t)] in Equation (9), we can approximate hL(j, S), which we
denote as hˆL(j, S), as follows.
hˆL(j, S) =
c
R
∑R
r=1
Xr(1) + · · ·+
cL
R
∑R
r=1
Xr(L). (10)
Algorithm 1 presents the process of the Monte Carlo method described above. We
can see that its time complexity is O(RL) as the number of types of online activities
l is usually a small number. In other words, we can estimate hL(j, S) in O(RL) time
and compute I(S) in O(nRL) time as we need to estimate hL(j, S) for all nodes. The
main benefit of this Monte Carlo algorithm is that its running time is independent of the
graph size, so it scales well to large graphs.
Note that hˆL(j, S) computed with Algorithm 1 is an approximation of hL(j, S),
and the approximation error depends on the sample size R. To estimate the number of
samples required to computehL(j, S) accurately, we derive the error bound by applying
Hoeffding inequality [10], and the results are as follows.
Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo Estimation for hL(j, S)
1: function hL(j, S)
2: σ ← 0;
3: for r = 1 to R do
4: i← j;
5: for t = 1 to L do
6: Generate a random number x ∈ [0, 1];
7: for T = 0 to l do
8: if x ≤ αiT then ⊲ α0T = 1−
∑l
T=1 αiT ;
9: E ← ET (i);
10: break;
11: x← x− αiT ;
12: Select a hyperedge e from E randomly;
13: i←select a user from {k|k∈e, k 6= i} randomly;
14: if i ∈ S then
15: σ ← σ + ct/R;
16: break;
17: return σ;
18: end function
Theorem 2. Let the output of Algorithm 1 be hˆL(j, S), then we have
P{|hˆL(j, S)− hL(j, S)|>ǫ}≤2L exp(−2(1− c)2ǫ2R). (11)
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
Based on Theorem 2, we see that Algorithm 1 can estimate hL(j, S) with a maxi-
mum error ǫ with least probability 1−δ (0<δ, ǫ<1) by setting R ≥ log(2L/δ)/(2(1−
c)2ǫ2).
5 Centrality Maximization
In this section, we develop efficient algorithms to address the centrality maximization
problem CMP defined in §3.2. Noted that even though we can efficiently estimate the
decayed hitting probability h(j, S) by using random walks (see §4), finding a set S
of k nodes in a SAN to maximize its influence centrality I(S) is still computationally
difficult as it requires to estimate the influence centrality of all combinations of k nodes.
In particular, CMP is NP-hard.
Theorem 3. The centrality maximization problem CMP is NP-hard.
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
To solve the centrality maximization problem CMP, we develop greedy-based ap-
proximation algorithms by exploiting the submodularity property of I(S). Specifically,
we first show the submodularity property and present a baseline greedy algorithm to
maximize I(S), and then develop two novel optimization techniques to accelerate the
greedy algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Baseline Greedy Alg. for Maximizing I(S)
Input: A hypergraph, and a parameter k;
Output: A set S of k nodes for maximizing I(S);
1: S ← ∅, I(S)← 0;
2: for s = 1 to k do
3: for u ∈ (V − S) do
4: I(S ∪ {u}) ← 0;
5: for j ∈ (V − S ∪ {u}) do
6: I(S ∪ {u}) ← I(S ∪ {u}) + h(j, S ∪ {u});
7: v ← argmaxu∈(V−S) I(S ∪ {u}) − I(S);
8: S ← S ∪ {v};
5.1 Baseline Greedy Algorithm
Before presenting the greedy-based approximation algorithm for maximizing I(S), we
first show that I(S) is a non-decreasing submodular function, and the result is stated in
the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The centrality I(S) is a non-decreasing submodular function.
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
Based on the submodularity property, we develop a greedy algorithm for approx-
imation when maximizing I(S), and we call it the baseline greedy algorithm. Algo-
rithm 2 describes this procedure. To find a set of k nodes to maximize I(S), the algo-
rithm works for k iterations. In each iteration, it selects the node which maximizes the
increment of I(S).
Recall that the time complexity for estimating the influence of a set S to a particular
node j /∈ S, i.e., h(j, S), is O(RL) (see §4.2). Thus, the total time complexity for
the baseline greedy algorithm is O(kn2RL) where n denotes the total number of users
in the SAN, because estimating the influence of a set S ∪ {u} requires us to sum up
its influence to all nodes, and we need to check every node u so as to select the one
which maximizes the increment of I(S). Although the baseline greedy algorithm gives
a polynomial time complexity, it is inefficient when the number of users becomes large.
To further speed up the computation, we present two novel optimization techniques in
the next subsection.
5.2 Optimizations
• Parallel Computation: The key component in the greedy algorithm is to measure the
marginal increment of the influence after adding node u, i.e.,∆(u) = I(S∪{u})−I(S),
which can be derived as follows.
∆(u) =
[
1−
∑∞
h=1
chP (u, S, h)
]
×
[
1 +
∑
j∈(V−S∪{u})
∑∞
h=1
chPS(j, {u}, h)
]
.
In the baseline greedy algorithm, ∆(u)’s are computed sequentially, which as a result
incurs a large time overhead. Our main idea to speed up the computation is to estimate
Algorithm 3 Optimized Greedy Algorithm
Input: A hypergraph and a parameter k;
Output: A set S of k nodes for maximizing I(S);
1: S ← ∅, score[1...n] ← 0, P [1...n] ← 0;
2: for j ∈ V do
3: for r = 1 to R do
4: i← j, visited← ∅;
5: for t = 1 to L do
6: visited← visited ∪ {i};
7: i← Select a user according to the transition prob.;
8: RW [j][r][t] ← i;
9: if i /∈ visited then
10: index[i].add(item(j, r, t));
11: score[i] ← score[i] + c
t
R
;
12: v ← argmaxu∈V score[u];
13: for s = 2 to k do
14: Update (RW, index, P, score, S, v, L), S ← S ∪ {v};
15: v ← argmaxu∈(V−S)(1− P [u])(1 + score[u]);
16: S ← S ∪ {v};
Algorithm 4 Update Function
1: function UPDATE (RW, index,P, score, S, v, L)
2: for w ∈ index[v] do
3: k ← L;
4: for t = 1 to L do
5: if RW [w.j][w.r][t] ∈ S then
6: k ← t;
7: break;
8: if k == L then
9: P [w.j] ← P [w.j] + ct/R
10: for i = w.t+ 1 to k do
11: u← RW [w.j][w.r][i], score[u] ← score[u]− ct/R;
12: end function
the marginal increment of all nodes, i.e., ∆(u) for every u, in parallel. Specifically,
when performing R random walks from a particular node j, we measure the contribu-
tion of j to the marginal increment of every node. In other words, we obtain PS(j, u, h)
for every u by using only the R random walks starting from j. As a result, we need only
O(nR) random walks to derive the marginal increment of all nodes, i.e., ∆(u) for every
u, instead of O(n2R) random walks as in the baseline greedy algorithm.
• Walk Reuse: The core idea is that in each iteration of choosing one node to maximize
the marginal increment, we record the totalO(nR) random walks in memory, and apply
the updates accordingly after one node is added into the result set. By doing this, we can
reuse the O(nR) random walks to derive the marginal increment in the next iteration
instead of starting new random walks from each node again.
By incorporating the above optimization techniques, we can reduce the time com-
plexity to O(nRL), where L denotes the maximum walk length. In other words, we can
use the L leading terms to estimate
∑∞
h=1 c
hPS(j, {u}, h) and
∑∞
h=1 c
hP (u, S, h) as
described in §4. Thus, we let each walk runs for L steps at most. Algorithm 3 states the
procedure. We use score[u] and P [u] to record
∑
j∈V −S∪{u}
∑∞
h=1 c
hPS(j, {u}, h)
and
∑∞
h=1 c
hP (u, S, h) for computing ∆(u), respectively. Algorithm 3 runs in two
phases. The first phase (line 1-13) is to select the first seed node by running random
walks and also record all the walking information for reuse. The second phase (line 14-
18) is to select the remaining k−1 nodes based on the stored information which requires
to be updated after selecting each node. We give the update function in Algorithm 4.
The update function is to update the walk information stored in score and P . Every
time after we selecting a node v, the random walk in the following iterations should stop
when it encounters v, and the values stored in score and P should change accordingly.
To achieve this, for each random walk that hits v (line 2), we first check if it has visited
any node in S (line 4-7). If not, we increase P [w.j] after adding v in S (line 8,9). Since
the following walks should stop when hitting v, we update score[u] if node u is visited
after v (line 10-12).
6 Experiments
To show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach, we conduct experiments on
real-world datasets. In particular, we first show that incorporating online activities in
seed selection can lead to a significant improvement on the influence spread, i.e., in-
fluence more users with the same seed size. Then we show that our IM-RW algorithm
takes much less running time than the state-of-the-art influence maximization algo-
rithm, while achieves almost the same influence spread.
6.1 Datasets
We consider three datasets from social rating systems: Ciao [16], Yelp [1] and Flixster
[11]. Such social rating networks are composed of a social network, where the links
can be interpreted as either friendships (undirected link) or a following relationship
(directed link), and a rating network, where a link represents that a user assigns a rating
(or writes a review) to a product. Assigning a rating corresponds to an online activity,
and multiple users assigning ratings to the same product means that they participate in
the same online activity. In the rating network, we remove rating edges if the associated
rating is less than 3 so as to filter out the users who dislike a product. Through this we
guarantee that all the remaining users who give ratings to the same product have similar
interests, e.g., they all like the product. Since the original Flixster dataset is too large
to run the state-of-the-art influence maximization algorithms, we extract only a subset
of the Flixster dataset for comparison studies. In particular, since the OSN of Flixster
is almost a connected component, we randomly select a user, and run the breadth-first
search algorithm until we get 300,000 users. We state the statistics of the three datasets
in Table 1. All algorithms are run on a server with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 2.60GHz
CPU and 64GB memory.
Dataset Users Links in OSN Products Ratings OSN Type
Ciao 2,342 57,544 15,783 32,783 directed
Yelp 174,100 2,576,179 56,951 958,415 directed
Flixtser 300,000 6,394,798 28,262 2,195,134 undirected
Table 1: Datasets Statistics.
6.2 The Benefit of Incorporating Activities
We first show that incorporating online activities in seed selection can lead to a sig-
nificant improvement on the influence spread. We fix the seed size k as 50. To show
the impact of activities, we use the state-of-the-art influence maximization algorithm
IMM [17] to select the seed set on OSNs and use our IM-RW algorithm to select the
seed set on SANs which take online activities into account. Then we use simulations to
estimate the expected influence spread of the selected k users on SANs and denote the
results as σ(OSN) and σ(SAN), respectively. Finally, we define the improvement ratio
on the expected influence spread as [σ(SAN)− σ(OSN)]/σ(OSN).
To present the key insights, we consider the simple case in which there is only
one type of users and online activities. Namely, all users have a same value of α which
indicates the weight of activities. We emphasize that our model also works in the general
case of multiple types of users and online activities.
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Fig. 2: Impact of online activities on influence spread.
Figure 2 depicts the improvement of incorporating online activities by varying the
weight of activities α from 0 to 1. The horizontal axis shows the value of α, and the
vertical axis presents the corresponding improvement ratio. From Figure 2, one can ob-
serve that the improvement ratio is 0 when α = 0. This is because users are not affected
by other users through online activities when α = 0. As α increases, the improve-
ment ratio also increases. This shows that as users are more prone to be affected by
other users through online activities, incorporating online activities bring larger benefit.
When α = 0.5, the improvement ratio is around 25% for Ciao dataset. That is, we can
influence 25% more users when incorporating online activities in the seed selection.
Similar conclusions can also be observed for the datasets of Yelp and Flixster. It is in-
teresting to observe that as α approaches to one, the improvement ratio reaches up to
16 for Flixster, which implies a more than an order of magnitude improvement. In sum-
mary, incorporating online activities in the seed selection by using IM-RW significantly
improves the selection accuracy.
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Fig. 3: Running time of IM-RW and IMM with different activity weights.
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Fig. 4: Running time of IM-RW and IMM with different seed sizes.
6.3 Performance Evaluation of IM-RW
In this subsection, we validate the efficiency and effectiveness of IM-RW by comparing
it with IMM, which is the state-of-the-art algorithm for solving influence maximization
problem in OSNs, from two aspects, the running time and the influence spread. Note
that IMM was originally developed for OSNs without online activities being considered,
so for fair comparison, we transform SANs to a weighted graph by also taking online
activities into account, and then apply IMM on the weighted graph to derive the most
influential nodes.
We first compare the running time of IM-RW and IMM by varying the weight of
activities α and the seed size k, and the results are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Specifically, Figure 3 shows that IMM takes much longer time than IM-RW, especially
when the network is large and online activities become more important (i.e., with larger
α). This is because as α increases, the time cost of IMM depends more on user-activity-
user links than user-user links. Thus, as the amount of user-activity-user links is much
more than that of user-user links in SANs, the time cost of IMM will increase. On the
other hand, when we fix α as 0.8 and vary the seed size k, Figure 4 also shows that
IMM takes much longer time than IM-RW under all settings. Therefore, we can con-
clude that our IM-RW algorithm really improves the efficiency of solving the influence
maximization problem in SANs with online activities being considered.
We further show the influence spread of the most influential users selected by the
two algorithms in Figure 5. The horizontal axis shows the values of α, and the ver-
tical axis represents the corresponding influence spread. We see that by taking online
activities into consideration, both IMM and IM-RW can achieve almost the same per-
formance. Because IMM is an influence maximization algorithm with theoretical per-
formance guarantees, we can conclude that our IM-RW approach also has a good per-
formance to maximize the influence spread.
Summary: Our IM-RW algorithm achieves a good performance in both the running
time and the influence spread by taking online activities into account in SANs. In partic-
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Fig. 5: Influence spread of IM-RW and IMM.
ular, comparing to the state-of-the-art algorithm IMM, our IM-RW algorithm achieves
almost the same performance in seed selection, while it only requires much less running
time.
7 Related Work
Influence maximization problem in OSNs was first formulated by Kempe et al. [12],
and in this seminal work, the authors proposed the IC model and the LT model. Since
then, this problem receives a lot of interests in academia in the past decade [4–6]. Be-
cause of the NP-hardness under both the IC model [4] and the LT model [6], many of
the previous studies focus on how to reduce the time complexity. Recently, Borgs et
al. [3] developed an algorithm which maintains the performance guarantee while re-
duces the time complexity significantly, and Tang et al. [17, 18] further improved the
method and proposed the IMM algorithm, which is the state-of-the-art solution for in-
fluence maximization in OSNs. Besides reducing the computation overhead, several
works improved the influence models, for example, topic-aware influence model [2],
competitive influence model [14], opinion-based influence model [9] etc.
Centrality measure based approach was also studied, for example, the studies [5, 7,
8, 19] find the most influential nodes based on degree centrality and closeness central-
ity. In terms of random walk, it is widely used to analyze big graphs, e.g., PageRank
computation [15], graph sampling [20], and SimRank [13] etc.
We would like to emphasize that our work differs from existing studies which ad-
dress the traditional influence maximization problem, while we take online activities
into consideration. When we consider these online activities, only considering user-
user links alone may not trigger the largest influence spread. Although we can also
transform the user-activity-user links to user-user links, the underlying graph may be-
come extremely dense so that traditional methods may not be efficient.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we address the influence maximization problem in SANs with a random
walk approach. Specifically, we propose a general framework to measure the influence
of nodes in SANs via random walks on hypergraphs, and develop a greedy-based algo-
rithm with two novel optimization techniques to find the top k most influential nodes
in SANs by using random walks. Experiments with real-world datasets show that our
approach greatly improves the computation efficiency, while keeps almost the same per-
formance in seed selection accuracy compared to IMM, the state-of-the-art algorithm.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1: Based on the definition of h(j, S) in Equation (4), we can get
h(j, S) =
∞∑
h=1
chP (j, S, h), for j /∈ S,
where P (j, S, h) denotes the probability that a random walk starting from j hits a node
in S at the h-th step. Now if we denote piS as the probability that a random walk starting
from i hits a node in S in one step, we have
h(j, S) =
∞∑
h=1
chP (j, S, h) =
∞∑
h=1
ch
∑
i/∈S
(Qh−1)jipiS,
=
∑
i/∈S
∞∑
h=1
ch(Qh−1)ijpiS =
∑
i/∈S
c(I − cQ)−1ji piS,
= ceTj (I − cQ)
−1
Q
′
e.
Note that the largest eigenvalue of cQ is less than one, so by further expanding the
expression above with an infinite series, we can rewrite h(j, S) as follows.
h(j, S) = ceTj Q
′e+ c2eTj QQ
′e+ c3eTj Q
2Q′e+ · · · .
Proof of Theorem 2: Let X1,...,XR be R independent random variables with Xr ∈
[0, 1] for all r = 1, · · · , R, and set T = (X1 + ...+XR)/R. According to Hoeffding’s
inequality, we have P{|T −E(T )| > ǫ} ≤ 2 exp(−2ǫ2R). By applying this inequality,
we have
P{|hˆL(j, S)− hL(j, S)| > ǫ}
= P
{
|
L∑
t=1
ct
R
R∑
r=1
Xr(t)−
L∑
t=1
ctE[X(t)]| > ǫ
}
,
≤ P
{ L∑
t=1
|
ct
R
R∑
r=1
Xr(t)− c
tE[X(t)]| > ǫ
}
,
≤
L∑
t=1
P
{
|
ct
R
R∑
r=1
Xr(t)− c
tE[X(t)]| > (1− c)ctǫ
}
,
≤ 2L exp(−2(1− c)2ǫ2R).
Proof of Theorem 3: We first briefly introduce the vertex cover problem. An instance
of vertex cover problem is specified by a graphG(V,E) and an integer k, and asks there
exists a vertex set S ⊆ V such that |S| ≤ k and for every (i, j) ∈ E, {i, j} ∩ S 6= ∅.
We now map our centrality maximization problem into an instance of the vertex
cover problem by taking the same graph G(V,E) and asking whether there exists a
vertex set S such that |S| ≤ k and I(S) ≥ (n− k)× c+ k. We aim to show that S is a
vertex cover if and only if I(S) ≥ (n− k)× c+ k. Assuming S is a vertex cover. Note
that h(i, S) = 1 if i ∈ S and h(i, S) = c otherwise. Observe that for every (i, j) ∈ E,
{i, j} ∩ S 6= ∅. This implies that I(S) = (n − k) × c + k. Suppose S is not a vertex
cover, then there should be an edge (u, v) which satisfies that {u, v}∩S = ∅. A random
walk from u passing through v and at last arriving at S will have length at least 2. So
h(u, S) =
∑
j∈N(u)/v cpujh(j, S) + cpuvh(v, S). Due to v /∈ S, h(v, S) < 1. Thus
h(u, S) < c, which contradicts. Therefore S is a vertex cover.
Proof of Theorem 4: We first show the non-decreasing property. Note that since h(j, S) =
1 if j ∈ S, so we rewrite I(S) as follows.
I(S) = |S|+
∑
j∈(V−S)
h(j, S).
Now suppose that a user u /∈ S is added into the set S, then the marginal increment of
the influence centrality ∆(u) = I(S ∪ {u})− I(S) can be derived as
∆(u) =
∑
j∈V
h(j, S ∪ {u}) −
∑
j∈V
h(j, S),
= 1 +
∑
j∈(V−S∪{u})
h(j, S ∪ {u}) −
∑
j∈(V−S)
h(j, S),
= 1− h(u, S) +
∑
j∈(V−S∪{u})
[
h(j, S ∪ {u}) − h(j, S)
]
.
According to the definition of h(j, S) in Equation (12) and the random walk interpre-
tation, we rewrite h(j, S) as
h(j, S) =
∞∑
h=1
chP (j, S, h), for j /∈ S,
where P (j, S, h) denotes the probability that a random walk starting from j hits a node
in S at the h-th step for the first time. Now we can rewrite h(j, S ∪ {u})− h(j, S) as
h(j, S ∪ {u}) − h(j, S)
=
∞∑
h=1
chP (j, S ∪ {u}, h) −
∞∑
h=1
chP (j, S, h)
=
∞∑
h=1
ch
[
P {u}(j, S, h) + PS(j, {u}, h)
]
−
∞∑
h=1
ch
[
P {u}(j, S, h) + PS(j, {u}, h)P (u, S, h)
]
=
∞∑
h=1
chPS(j, {u}, h)
[
1−
∞∑
h=1
chP (u, S, h)
]
=
∞∑
h=1
chPS(j, {u}, h)
[
1− p(u, S, h)
]
,
where PT (j, S, h) represents the probability that a random walk starting from j hits a
node in S at the h-th step for the first time without passing any node in T . Therefore,
∆(u) can be derived as follows.
∆(u) = I(S ∪ {u}) − I(S)
= (1−h(u, S))
[
1+
∑
j∈V−S∪{u}
∞∑
h=1
chPS(j, {u}, h)
]
. (12)
Note that 0 < c < 1 and
∑∞
h=1 P (u, S, h) ≤ 1, so we have h(u, S) ≤ 1 and
1 − h(u, S) ≥ 0. That is, ∆(u) ≥ 0, and I(S) is a non-decreasing function. We now
show that I(S) is a submodular function. Mathematically, we only need to prove that
the inequality I(S ∪ {u})− I(S) ≥ I(T ∪ {u})− I(T ), for S ⊆ T , holds. Note that
PS(j, {u}, h) ≥ PT (j, {u}, h) if S ⊆ T . Besides, according to the non-decreasing
feature of I(S), we have h(u, S) ≤ h(u, T ). Based on these inequalities and Equa-
tion (12), we can obtain I(S ∪{u})− I(S) ≥ I(T ∪{u})− I(T ) if S ⊆ T . Therefore,
I(S) is a submodular function.
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